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Dedications:
To those who struggle spiritually. May this book
on Apseudoism open your mind to the limitless
possibilties!
And to my family, for allowing me to just be
myself, for letting me choose my own spiritual
path. And for loving me for who I am.

Introduction
Apseudoism is defined as, the belief that reality
and the afterlife are relative to the individual. This
is much like time. Because time is relative to your
location, your altitude, and even by your age or
state of mind! So then, why shouldn't your
perception of reality and your fate in the afterlife
be the same?
In the nonlocal reality dimension, time and space
doesn't exist. This is considered to be an outisde
dimension, separate from time and space. This is
often considered to be the realm where all things
happen at one time, where the laws of physics
break down and allows for unlimited insight!
Maybe it's the Otherside.
The Otherside, from what I learned by reading
books by Silvia Browne, is the spirit world.
Although, physicists call it the nonlocal reality.
You control everything about yourself and your
life, so don't be afraid to do what YOU want! The
author of “Choose To Live!” is a friend of mine,
and she says that you should get what YOU want.

Don't let anyone tell you how to live, or how to
think, because you are number one in your life!
There are places in outerspace where time will
stand completely still. And once you enter the
point of no return, that's where space and time
cease to exist...

The Nature of Relativity.
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The General Theory of Relativity says that
everything, including time and space, are relative!
Space is often bent and curved to form gravity,
while gravity keeps a body in motion to form an
orbit. All things in space and time move along
with everything else in the Universe as a result of
gravity and orbits.
Time is relative to your location, your altitude,
your age, and even your state of mind! Physicists
are starting to unravel the mystery of the
nonlocal reality, which is what I believe would be
the afterlife. Time and space cease to exist in this
plane, while it is still a state of consciousness.
This is where every moment happens at one time;
past, present and future, with no linear time or
focus.

To me, though, all of reality is relative to the
individual. This means that everyone has their
own perspective and perception of the Universe
and the spirit world. Much like how scientists
have uncovered the fact that no living or
embodied being can know what the real world
looks like, because some animals and insects see
only in black and white with no shadows, or they
may only see in thermal vision. There are also
extradimensional planes, a higher state of
existence with a higher vibrational frequency.
This is pure consciousness!
If you are an optimist, you will more than likely
have no trouble breezing through life, and with a
positive attitude no matter what kind of hardships
come your way! You may not even have much
hardship. Even if you did, you see the good in
every situation, and good things happen to you.
Most believe an optimist would go to Heaven, or
that they will reincarnate as a rich prince or
princess. But in all reality, the afterlife is easily
shaped and influenced to serve as that person's
personal Heaven or state of bliss.
You have complete control of your own

customized afterlife! Yes, that's right; your
afterlife is fully customizable. It's better though to
just leave your afterlife blank, because this is
called Nirvana, or Moksha. This deathless state is
pure bliss! The reason for this pure bliss is that
while it is pure consciousness, it is pure energy.
The term “Pure of Heart” comes into mind. He,
who has a pure heart will almost certainly have a
grip on their life and their reality! Imagine what
their afterlife would be like.
What does all of this have to do with relativity you
ask? Because every action has an equal, and
opposite reaction! This means that one person's
happiness is another person's sadness.
You just have to use the power of your free will to
get what you want, without worrying about the
other person's sadness. You have to focus on
what YOU want, and only what you want. You
have to focus your energy on one single thought,
as your predominant thought that is! This
organizes your mind, and everything will pull
together.
This is the true nature of reality. Just let your

subconscious mind worry about what is random,
or let it worry about the luck of the draw. Don't
worry about how you are going to get what you
want, because your subconscious mind will
handle it.
This is called the Transubconscious state of mind,
where you balance both the conscious and
subconscious mind. You don't ever have to worry
about how you will go about something; keyword,
'how'. Because your subconscious mind will
handle the how, when, and where! Just focus on
WHAT it is that you want.
Relativity means that everything is connected.
The Universe is a cosmic web, and I mean it
literally that the Universe is a big, giant and
monstrous web! Air is a substance, a gas
structure, so we are swimming in a sea of fluidlike air.

Empty space seems just like that, empty space.
But, it's not! Because there are no empty parts of
the Universe, and everything, including water and
air are made of something, and without
something, there would be nothing! But, there is
no such thing as nothing.

What Is Existence?
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Existence is sometimes seen as being the only
thing that exists, which precedes essence. Others
believe that everything has an essence before it
exists. But either way, all of existence is relative
to the individual. The mind is a powerful thing,
and using mere willpower is the most powerful
force, because I've won games with pure will
power alone!
I once played a pro-wrestling video game from
2006, in a Six-man Tornado Tag-Team Match with
me and two good buddies. We were on the same
team. But the funny thing is, it was also an
elimination match. All of my buddies had been
eliminated, and the computerized (or Non-player
characters) still had all three members! Not a
single opponent NPC was eliminated. I eventually
won the game by myself, and I beat all three of
the NPC's, despite my character's low-health,
from sheer will power alone! My friends couldn't
believe it.

I also escaped a near-death experience by sheer
willpower! You can do anything and everything
you want if it is your will to do so. Don't ever give
up, because you WILL win if you just hang on for
one more moment! Keep telling yourself, 'one
more step, one more step, one more step' until
you reach your destination.
Existence is pretty much left to the will of the
individual. No matter can be created, nor can it
ever be destroyed! All matter is recycled, so you
never stop existing! You may not exist in the
physical plane once you die, but you will certainly
have an afterlife in the nonlocal reality.
This nonlocal reality is pure consciousness, so do
whatever you want with it! Hopefully you won't
have to worry about that anytime soon. We all fear
death at one point in our lives, but once you've
died like I had, then you tend to be less afraid of
dying. However, the thought of loved-ones dying is
still scary... Help them find their way by telling
them the truth about the afterlife, that all of
reality and even the afterlife are controlled by one
thing, and one thing only: Willpower!

Willpower creates existence, and whoever
created this reality had powerful willpower! If you
need proof, then focus on one thing so intensified
that you don't notice anything else around you.
You see this through meditation, you see this
through near-death experiences, and you see this
through prayer. Existence is shaped by your own
mind, particularly your own willpower, or free will.
Existence has no definition, and it has no reality
other than what you put out from your own mind.
Nobody knows what existence is, but many have
contemplated what it is.

Perception is the Fifth Dimension of Spacetime.
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Nobody has ever discovered how we perceive
reality in the first place, especially since physics
and chemistry don't make sense when we are told
that a network of nerves and nerve impusles are
what makes us conscious!
But then, that's where I, the founder of
Apseudoism, Joseph D. Smith come in with my
Theory of the Fifth Dimension of spacetime! The
theory that Perception is the Fifth Dimension.
Without perception as the fifth dimension of
spacetime, how would anyone have the ability to
perceive or experience a conscious existence?
Without the ability to perceive, then what is there
to even experience?
Perception is where I was when I suffered from
clinical death by accidental overdose in 2009. Till
this day, on Tue. Oct. 13th, 2015, this even has still
gone unreported to any authorative body on
health, such as medical doctors. I was trying real

hard to get some sleep, because I suffered from
an insane battle with insomnia! I had always
freaked out when I ever had a lack of sleep. But
when I woke up out of this state, I was freaked
out in a whole, new way... It may have caused
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, a.k.a PTSD!

When I Was in a State of Limbo...
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During my near-death experience I had no
thoughts, no body, and no mind. The only thing I
could do was hear people talking, maybe about
whether or not I should live... or if I should die! I
couldn't understand their language, probably done
on purpose to keep me from knowing what they
were saying. But I could also see the area around
me while I layed in limbo, and it was the dimmest,
darkest area of the Universe with only a very faint
dust cloud that seemed to have extremely tiny
glimmers, but not hardly bright enough to see!
There is not much more to say, other than the fact
that since I had no beliefs about the afterlife, my
relative position within Apseudoism was in the
most neutral state there could be! I started to
come out of Limbo, and I could hear what
sounded like Johnny Test, from Cartoon Network
playing on the TV. But the TV wasn't even on, and
the TV was still airing Adult Swim according to
the time once I came out of that deathless state!
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